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once youve picked a torrent, youll need to verify that the torrent is legit. if it doesnt have a verified status, go to the site that created the torrent and ask
them to do this. torrenthunter is a good example of a site that lets you search for specific torrents with a lot of content. bit torrent is the king of private

trackers. torrents are pretty universal. if you want to get something from a specific country, you can just use an online search engine. for example, if you
want to get something in australia, just use google.com.au. if you know the file name, you can use google.com as well. however, searching for "star wars"

wouldnt work because its an american company. you can use a program called torrentdownloads to automatically download the torrent from the site, or you
can use a bittorrent client. most of the popular ones are available for windows, os x, and linux. it can be difficult to find a specific torrent if youre not familiar

with the torrent scene. if you want to find open source torrents, check out sites like libtorrent, libtorrent, and libtorrent. if you want to find content for a
specific project, check out sites like the epic games store, the joint website, project guts, and paradox plaza. to grab a torrent, go to the site and search for

the torrent. you can enter the name of the file, the name of the site that hosts the torrent, or the name of the tracker that the torrent is uploaded to. this is a
good way to find rare torrents. once youve got it, you can either click the button that says i have it, or you can right click the torrent and select to save it.
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example of a site that lets you search for specific torrents with a lot of content. bit torrent is the king
of private trackers. torrents are pretty universal. if you want to get something from a specific

country, you can just use an online search engine. for example, if you want to get something in
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program called torrentdownloads to automatically download the torrent from the site, or you can use
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